This quotation is from Ninian Smart, a religious scholar, discussing the way that shamans and people who belong to animistic religious traditions see the world. The fact that this quotation about the worldview of animists can be applied to a national canon of children's literature implies that something more is going on here than merely the entertainment of children. The magical tradition of British children's literature represents the continuation of exactly the kind of animistic spiritual tradition that Smart is describing-half hidden from view, but nevertheless still firmly lodged in the national unconscious of my country: what these books and stories have in common are elements of myth that harken back to the old religions of the United Kingdom.
Myths and the Cultural Psyche
In the depth psychological world, it's considered a given that the tales we tell to children represent far more than mere entertainment; they represent a vehicle for oral transmission of important traditional wisdom (Bettelheim 1976; von Franz 1975) . Mythically oriented children's books are the natural evolution of this oral tradition, in a context where people no longer sit by fires sharing fairy stories together out loud. Jungians have tended to psychologize mythic tales, reading them as elucidations of psychological and developmental dilemmas that represent different aspects of an archetypal journey of individuation (Campbell 1949; von Franz 1975) .
Mythologist Sean Kane has criticized these psychological explanations of myth for "cutting across cultural difference with the mistaken assumption that there is a universal world of myth which is true of all peoples past and present because it is true to eternal powers in the human psyche" (1994, 14) . In contrast, Kane claims that myths arise from an intimate human relationship with specific wild land-a relationship that has been increasingly lost with the establishment of agriculture. He cautions us against assuming that myths can be taken out of context, warning that "myths belong to the peoples who once told them" (25). Kane makes an excellent point. Our Jungian tendency to focus on the archetypal while treating the culturally specific details as mere dross leads to Jungian interpretations too often being ahistorical, apolitical, and dislocated. We could argue that the specifically British mythic material is being used in the British books merely to illustrate important archetypal dilemmas. But what happens if we suspend our obsession with the archetypal, ahistorical, and universal? Thomas Singer and Sam Kimbles have emphasized the importance of recognizing a cultural layer to the psyche, which mediates between the personal and collective unconscious and contains cultural complexes specific to a particular people and their history (2004) . 1 Looking at mythic stories through this lens helps elucidate aspects of the psychic reality of the culture, the people, and the land out of which they developed. 2 This is not so far from the way we work with client dreams: starting with the personal associations before considering the cultural and then the archetypal amplifications of the dream material. Sam Kane locates myths in time and space. He proposes that the mythic stories we tell now represent the fossil remains of the lost land-based knowledge of our Paleolithic and early Neolithic past. He laments, "The original mythtelling in which relationships in nature were encoded has dwindled down to the kind of superstition that now fills the pages of The Farmer's Almanac" (1994, 43) . Gary Snyder advances a similar idea, but less pessimistically-seeing what Kane calls "dwindling" more positively as preservation, albeit in reduced form. He proposes that old Paleolithic beliefs in the magic of the land were conserved after the Neolithic revolution of agriculture, precisely in such superstitions:
For preagricultural people the sites considered sacred and given special care were, of course, wild … [However] certain groves from the original forest lingered on into classical times as "shrines" … They survived because the people who worked the land still half-heard the call of the old ways, and lore that pre-dated agriculture was still whispered around. (1990, 84) Britain is full of these kinds of deeply mysterious, ancient, sacred sites: Stonehenge, Glastonbury, Avebury, Sherwood Forest, Tintagel, The Giant's Causeway, the Bridestones. The countryside is littered all over with unnamed and uncelebrated Neolithic long barrows, bronze-age burial mounds, and small standing stones. Britain is so loaded with ancient sacredness that we plough around it and hike over it without so much as a second thought. But notice it or not, it is present in the national unconscious, along with half-believed stories of faeries, pixies, selkies, and "little people" (Bird 2009). The landscape reminds us of it every day, and it is being continually maintained by magical children's books.
Kane discusses a similar process of maintenance in his discussion of sacred Aboriginal rock paintings in Australia, which date back 20,000 years. He observes that they seem to have been touched up over the years:
It is hard to escape the deduction that out of loyalty to some Late Pleistocene story, still continued in a whisper beyond the range of modern hearing, people have been maintaining some of these images for 20,000 years. Of course, parts of that story have become blurred, parts forgot-but the forgotten parts are held up by the remembered parts… (1994, 64) I suggest British children's literature is performing the same function-touching up the ancient stories to keep the old ways alive. In other words, it is fulfilling a spiritual function.
Encounters with the Numinous
Jungian analyst Lionel Corbett points out that when a spiritual encounter comes to us in an unexpected form, we may miss it, because we are conditioned to expect the spiritual to arrive in specific socially and culturally sanctioned ways (1996) . If, as he says, the divine can manifest in nonorthodox forms, then how can we know it to be the divine, rather than something else? Corbett's response is that we know the divine when we experience it because of the feeling of tremendous mystery (mysterium tremendum) it provides.
This feeling is the one we seek when we go out camping on mountaintops and lie under the enormous sky full of stars, or sit gazing into the fire on the beach while the surf endlessly pounds the shore. It's the feeling we get at the great passages of our lives, when we are faced with a destiny over which we have no control: the birth of a child, the experience of deep love, the ecstasy of sex, the devastation of loss, the grief of death. These are archetypal feelings, and they extend back through deep time to our distant ancestors, living on uncultivated land, hunting and gathering their food, painting on cave walls deep inside the earth. Corbett claims that religion originally arose from attempts to rationalize these feelings-implying that religion is secondary to the lived experience of the numinous. So, following Corbett, we can see the canon of British magical literature, with its themes of magic and magical nature, as one form of "revelation of the divine." These books express the mysterium tremendum. They are both a representation of the last traces of the old land-based religions of Britain and, at the same time, the expression of a contemporaneous, vital connection with the wild layers of the British psyche-which suggests that the wild layers of the British psyche are still fundamentally pagan.
Whispers of a Half-Remembered History
At the time of the Roman invasion in the first century CE, Britain already had a 9,000-year-old history (Pryor 2014 ). The precise beliefs of the ancient indigenous Britons remain a mystery. Whether gods were worshipped is unclear, though there is evidence that suggests nature-based rituals: for example, compass-alignment of dwelling doorways, massive solstice-oriented henges, and apparent offerings placed in water at Star Carr (2014). When considering this evidence, it might be useful to bear in mind that in the case of many modern indigenous people, spirituality seems more to be held within ways of being and doing, than in special beliefs or activities split from everyday life (Hall 2011) . Thus, Native American author Jack Forbes writes, "Religion is not prayer, it is not a church, it is not theistic, it is not atheistic, it has little to do with what white people call 'religion.' It is our every act" (1979, 15) .
Such indigenous spiritual systems seem to be characterized less by a belief in gods or in "nature imbued with spirits" and more by a deep sense of kinship relationships with the other inhabits of the land and with the land itself (Hall 2011, 125) . "As well as emphasizing connectedness, these relationships introduce notions of care, responsibility, solidarity, and deep appreciation" (123). Even though the explicit religious beliefs of the ancient Britons have not been passed down to us, the nature-based, relational aspect of their spirituality may have been. Sam Kane believes we can find the ancient themes of Paleolithic and early Neolithic land-based spirituality folded into later beliefs and stories: "the Stone Age is a period which Irish and Welsh mythtelling never entirely escapes" (1994, 23) .
After the Roman invasion and the subsequent Christianization of Britain-which became official in 597 when Augustine arrived to convert the heathen-traces of the old ways seem to have persisted. When the Vikings invaded the north of Britain in 793, they brought with them the Norse gods, who blended well with the pagan traditions of old Britain. Only with the Norman conquest in 1066 did the religious hegemony change decisively in favor of Catholicism, but even then the old beliefs in land-based magic still survived in folk custom (for example, the making of corn dollies at harvest time). These customs continued into modernity and, in fact, continue today in pockets of Britain (Bird 2009; Pollington 2011; Thompson 1945 Thompson /1989 .
The mythic history of Britain is so rooted in its land, that to belong to that land is inevitably to encounter its myths and folk customs. Many of the authors of the magical canon are explicit about this. Alan Garner has written about his profound sense of connection with the land his family has lived on for multiple generations, which "shows evidence of occupation in every archeological period from the Mesolithic onward" (1997, 75) . For Garner, "'magic' is not simply foisted onto the passive land by the writer's imagination. Rather, the writer perceives and communicates what is already latent … in the land itself" (Butler 2006, 46) . Susan Cooper is passionate about archeology and has a strong sense of the history of Britain and of her place within it. She has suggested that this sense of the long arc of history is an important component of the subjectivity of the British (Butler 2006, 56-57) . Her The Dark Is Rising sequence is set in Wales and Cornwall, in landscapes studded with relics of Britain's pagan past, where belief in faeries and magic still persists today (Cooper 1965 (Cooper , 1973 (Cooper , 1974 (Cooper , 1975 (Cooper , 1977 . J. R. R. Tolkien, famous for his detailed other world anthropology, "was indebted for the landscape of Middle-Earth to the geographical and archeological features around Oxford and the Thames valley, which include the famous longbarrow called Wayland's Smithy" (Butler 2006 ).
Taxonomies of Magic
In her book Cunning Folk and Familiar Spirits, Emma Wilby explores shamanistic visionary traditions in Britain via evidence from the witch trials (2005) . She compares the testimony of suspected witches about their practices (with the caveat that it was extracted under force and in conditions of terror) with accounts of shamanic traditions from Siberia and Alaska, and argues for an unbroken lineage of nature-based animistic spirituality in Britain-extending even to the present day. Wilby shows that "cunning folk and witches, like tribal shamans, inhabited a culture immersed in nature and informed by animistic beliefs" (2005, 204) . This was a true religious lineage, rather than merely a set of superstitions or a means of earning a living. Wilby points out that unconscious Christian preconceptions so permeate our culture that it is all but impossible for us to appreciate and fully respect the spirituality of witches and cunning folk. 3 One way to experience a whisper of that spirituality is by looking closely at the different types of magic described in the magical canon of British children's literature. These different forms of magic reflect specific paradigms of thought and correspond, I believe, to three different strands of spirituality that have coexisted in Britain for at least the last 1500 years. They include Wild or Old Magic, High Magic, and Low Magic:
• Wild or Old Magic is inhuman, predating domestication of the land, plants, animals, and people. It belongs to and in the land, itself. It is pre-moral and cannot be influenced by human magical endeavors. The Old Magic is practiced by nonhuman people, such as elves, dwarves, and figures that correspond to pre-Christian gods and goddesses such as the Morrigan (Garner 1963) and Tethys, the goddess of the sea (Cooper 1974 ). • High Magic is intrinsically dualistic, representing the eternal struggle between Light and Dark, or Good and Evil. High Magic tends to be the domain of male sorcerers and wizards such as Tolkien's Gandalf (1937 /2012 , 1954 /2012 ), Garner's Cadellin (1960 , and Cooper's Merriman (1965 , 1973 , 1974 , 1975 , 1977 , who may be working either for Good or for Evil. Often, they struggle with each other in cataclysmic magical battles, while the fate of the world hangs in the balance. High Magic is transcendent. This world is merely the backdrop for the eternal dualistic struggle.
• Low Magic is practiced by female witches and wise women as well as by cunning men (male witches); it revolves around healing, spells, and small charms such as love potions or curses (Storl 2012; Wilby 2005) . Based in the earth, it is a humbler form of magic than High Magic, and its practitioners, rather like Taoist masters, tend to be unassuming, sometimes shambling, local, and quiet. Their power comes from knowing the natural world and its ways, from herb-lore and psychology, and from knowing how to talk to animals and birds. 4 Low magic is hinted at in Susan Cooper's books. For example, in Silver on the Tree the Welsh woodcutter who is repairing the hedges in the old ways has a hint of practical magic about him (Cooper 1977) .
These three forms of magic, which often coexist in the same narrative, seem to recollect the uncomfortable coexistence of indigenous Pagan ways in Britain with imported Christianity.
Old Magic: Paleolithic Animism?
The Old or Wild Magic hints at the animist worldview of a prehistoric people for whom nature was the ultimate power. Sam Kane explains how difficult it is for us to imagine what that time was like. He points out that the Neolithic invention of agriculture transformed life profoundly, changing humans from nomads and foragers dependent on the gifts provided by nature, to settled producers "managing food into being." This transformation was so pervasive that it's almost impossible for us to feel into the spirituality of our ancestors for whom all forms of life were kin (Kane 1994) .
He suggests that the traces of this worldview remain, however, hidden in the Neolithic myths of the Celtic nations (including Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and parts of what is now England). The Celts were working metal from about 2000 BCE, but they did not stop relating to the landscape the way Stone-age peoples do. The old Irish poets, he says, were visionary figures who wore bird-feather cloaks like the Paleolithic shamans. Irish mythology, says Kane, is animistic, matriarchal, and "involved with the processes of the earth." In short, he says, "there is much Stone-age behavior beneath the shine of Celtic bronze" (Kane 1994, 23) .
These Stone-age animistic elements are also present in the Wild Magic of British children's books, which is situated as old, amoral, and indifferent to human concerns. In The Moon of Gomrath, Alan Garner writes:
The Old Magic is moon magic and sun magic, and it is blood magic, also, and there lies The Hunter's 5 power and his need. He is from a cruel day of the world. Men have changed since they honoured him.
"You keep saying the Old Magic has been woken," said Susan, "but if it's as strong as this, how did it ever come to die out?"
"That is the work of Cadellin," said Albanac, "To wizards and their High Magic of thought and spells, the Old Magic was a hindrance, a power without shape or order: so they tried to destroy it. But it would not be destroyed: it would only sleep…" (Garner 1963). This passage makes it clear that the Old Magic held in the wild land itself predates High Magic and that the practitioners of High Magic specifically set out to destroy it-just as the practitioners of Christianity set out to exterminate the pre-Christian religions of Britain.
High Magic: Colonizing Force of the Christian Church?
Susan Cooper describes High Magic as a neutral force: "a power beyond Light or Dark or any allegiance-the strongest and most remote force in the universe" (1975, 64) . Her description of the Light in The Grey King adds weight to my association of High Magic with colonizing Christianity: whereas the Dark has become Dark through having fallen, the Light is fundamentalist in the strictness of its moral imperative:
Those men who know anything at all about the Light also know that there is a fierceness to its power, like the bare sword of the law, or the white burning of the sun … At the very heart, that is. Other things, like humanity, and mercy, and charity, that most good men hold more precious than all else, they do not come first for the Light. Oh sometimes they are there; often, indeed. But in the very long run the concern of you people is with the absolute good, ahead of all else. You are like fanatics … At the centre of the Light there is a cold white flame, just as at the centre of the Dark there is a great black pit bottomless as the Universe. (115) There are shades here of the inquisition and its witch hunts. History is written by the victors, and the history of the colonized is generally written by the colonizers. But it's not much of a stretch to read these passages as a Pagan viewpoint on the colonial Catholic Church, 6 whose priests were powerful wizards involved in an endless struggle between Light and Dark and for whom human beings were expendable. (The quote is spoken by a Welshman, who represents the continuation of a rural, pragmatic, land-based Low Magic tradition.)
Low Magic: A Pagan People's Way of Life?
If the Old Magic represents the mysterium tremendum of prehistoric British spirituality, and the High Magic represents the Christian church that fought to stamp it out, then the Low Magic surely represents the folk beliefs of the common people, whose hearts held the remnants of the old Pagan beliefs and who used magic as a "practical wisdom" to negotiate their lives (Kane 1994) . Low Magicotherwise known as hedgewitchery-makes much use of herbal remedies, spells, charms, and the natural phases of the seasons. It was-and in some places still is-practiced by peasant healers and herbalists, known as hedge-women and cunning-men (Shaw 2016) .
Low Magic is ancient, recalling beliefs and practices dating back to the Neolithic and beyond. At the dawn of agriculture, people lived in settlements and cultivated fields, but around them the land was wild: "Beyond the stillness of village life is the edge of the forest. You must be careful out there. Anything can happen beyond that boundary" (Kane 1994, 105.) Low Magic represents the way people negotiated between the wild world and the desires of humans, using spells and herbcraft. Wolf Storl traces the lineage of European herbalism back to "beyond the Celtic druids to the tribal societies that had set up the megalithic monuments, such as the Carnac Stones in Brittany and Stonehenge in England" (Storl 2012, 24) . He suggests the custom, remaining to this day among "peasant herbalists," of using non-metal tools to harvest herbs may indicate the pre-Iron-Age origin of these ways. Storl outlines how much effort was put into suppressing this tradition, pointing out that it survived in parallel to Christianity, despite the witch hunts. In Europe, he says, it has continued to the present day: "Until recently, one could still see the Kraeuterweibl (herb-hags) 7 carrying wicker baskets full of roots and leaves to the Naschmarkt from the Vienna Forest…" (24).
The history related slantwise within these stories is that of the colonization of a local, indigenous, immanent spirituality rooted in specific land, by an invading, transcendent religion that came from elsewhere and cared not for the local. This is a history that has been repeated throughout the world. All of us have indigenous ancestors who were turfed out and dispossessed. All of us have been colonized. The story in these books is both specific to Britain and relevant to everyone who consciously or unconsciously feels the loss of their ancestral ways. It is not so much about psychology as it is about the cosmology, history, and biography that have been dismissed with such scorn. Inappropriate psychologizing betrays that which in us is crying out in protest 8and finding its soul's longing echoed in these books.
Across the globe we long-consciously or unconsciously-to reconnect with the wild layers of life. In the last one or two generations we've lost magic and hedgehogs, butterflies and wildflowers. We no longer sit out under stars or around flickering fires telling stories. We've lost our elders and their wisdom. We've forgotten how to grow food, hunt a rabbit, catch a baby, or lay someone out after they die. We've forgotten how to speak to the animals or listen to the plants. And we miss all that. We miss it desperately. ENDNOTES 1. Jung himself stated that the archetypes are locally and culturally instantiated, but this point is often forgotten in our search for the universal. The contribution made by Singer and Kimbles in proposing and exploring an explicit cultural layer, and culturally specific collective complexes, is important and especially timely in an era in which the local is rapidly, ruthlessly, and globally being sacrificed to the transnational. 2. Lest we get too essentialist about it, let us also consider that myths, like plants, transplant themselves and, if the soil is fertile for them, may flourish and "take" in a new environment, and become just as much a part of that environment as the endemic myths/plants of the region (Shaw 2016 
). 6. Nicola Griffith's novel Hild presents a detailed picture of the moment of transition between paganism and Christianity in seventh-century Britain. The existing religious structure is Norse, and the new priests sent by Rome are seen as severe, forbidding, unfriendly, and intensely competitive in their efforts to usurp the old ways (Griffith 2014). 7. I am at a loss as to why he translates this as "herb-hags," when a more accurate (and respectful) translation would be "herb-women." 8. Hillman and Ventura warn against inappropriate psychologizing in their famous manifesto We've Had 100 Years of Psychotherapy and the World Is Getting Worse (Hillman and Ventura 1993).
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ABSTRACT
This article examines the magical tradition of British children's literature, arguing that it represents the continuation of an animistic spiritual tradition still firmly lodged in the British cultural unconscious. It contrasts the Jungian archetypal interpretation of myth with a viewpoint that locates myths in time and space and suggests the three types of magic found in these books hint at the suppression of old British pagan beliefs by Christianity. Finally, it asserts that the worldwide success of these stories rests on the fact that they awaken a long-colonized indigenous soul in the reader, wherever he or she is from. 
